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 Description  

Status quo
At the moment, translate5 knows a single delivery date, which refers to the fact that all users assigned in the "review" workflow step have completed
their task.

It is possible to send automatic reminder to the users by a nightly call of an action of the translate5 cronController.

Different delivery date and reminder for each user in the workflow
Separate delivery date
Goal of this issue is, that for every user that is assigned to a workflow role for a task a separate delivery date can be set.

Implementation details

In the task properties user tab a new column and form field "delivery date" is added
The current delivery date

is kept, but renamed to "review delivery date".
sets the default for the delivery date for the reviewers
is automatically changed to the latest delivery date that is set for an individual reviewer, if these dates are set manually for the reviewers
is removed from the "add task" window, but kept in the "add task" API for backwards compatibility

A new task overview column "translation delivery date" is introduced and automatically set to the lates delivery date for an assigned translator
workflow step (or otherwise empty)
A new task overview column "translator check delivery date" is introduced and automatically set to the lates delivery date for an assigned translator
check workflow step (or otherwise empty)

Reminder
For the separate delivery date of every user a reminder mail can be send by the translate5 cronController. How much time before the deadline a
reminder will be send can be defined in the configruation of translate5 (and will be able to overwrite by customer with the implementation of the
multiteneny feature phase 2)
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